Low Back Pain
Active Rehabilitation Program
The lower back is a complex region with numerous overlapping structures in close
proximity. Consequently, it can be challenging to properly diagnose and manage
pain in the low back region. Low back pain can be triggered by simple overuse or
an injury to the spine, or any of the supporting structures including the muscles,
ligaments, tendons, nerves, pelvis and fascia. As such, it is important to consult a
medical professional to properly diagnose which structure(s) is/are contributing to
your pain. They will examine you thoroughly to ensure there are no sinister
disorders that are contributing to your pains, and can guide further investigations
and treatments.

Physiotherapy

As back pain becomes
more chronic, restricted
movement patterns
often develop and
contribute to an
individual’s perceived
pain and disability. As
these restricted
movement patterns are
repeated over months
and years, they become
habitual and very
difficult to break.

Your physical therapist and athletic
trainers also play a critical role in the
rehabilitation process by coaching
you through the exercises, tailoring
the exercises to your specific needs
and monitoring your progress.

The following exercises are part of an active rehabilitation program that is aimed
at identifying and overcoming these restricted movement patterns. With
repetition, these exercises can help you overcome the bad habits that have
developed from chronic back pain. They will also help improve flexibility around
the pelvis and hips, train proper muscle activation patterns between the back and
legs, and condition the supporting musculature around the spine and pelvis
(lumbopelvic stabilizers).
Each day, choose one exercise booklet – Day #1 or Day #2. Do ALL Warm-Up and
Cool-Down exercises, and choose one exercise from each muscle group set.
“Never say never. Because limits, like fears, are often just
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Need help?

-- Michael Jordan

Breaking bad habits can be very
difficult, especially when they feel
“normal” to you. The process often
requires a step-wise progression that
can be coordinated by your
physiotherapist, who can also provide
symptomatic relief in the form of soft
tissue modalities (active release, deep
heat, TENS, etc.).

DO NOT do these exercises if
you are in an acute back pain
flare. Rest until the acute pain
flare subsides and your pain is
back at its baseline level.
Consult your physician if you
are concerned.

Day #1: Warm Up
1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your lower back in neutral
position (slightly arched).
2. Exhale slowly, then pull in your stomach, as if you were trying to touch your
backbone with your stomach.
3. Take another breath and exhale slowly. Then try to pull in further.
4. Repeat Step 3 once more, and then relax.

1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your back in a neutral position.
2. Engage your core by recruiting your pelvic floor and transverse abdominis
just like you did in the previous exercise.
3. Maintain steady breathing while you slowly slide both feet away from you
until they are straight. ***Keep your back and pelvis completely still!
4. Return slowly to the initial position. Repeat.

1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your back in a neutral position.
2. Engage your core by recruiting your pelvic floor and transverse abdominis
just like you did in the previous exercise.
3. Lift one knee towards your chest to 90 degrees (vertical).
4. Maintain steady abdominal breathing while you slide the other foot out until
your leg is straight. ***Keep your back and pelvis completely still!
5. Return slowly to the initial position and repeat the entire sequence with the
other leg.
1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your back in a neutral position.
2. Engage your core by recruiting your pelvic floor and transverse abdominis
just like you did in the previous exercise.
3. Maintain steady abdominal breathing while you lift one thigh until it is
vertical.
4. Raise the other thigh until the knee it vertical next to your first leg.
5. Slowly lower the first foot on the ground, then the second.
6. Repeat, alternate the starting side.

These warm-up exercises form the foundation for the rest of the
rehabilitation program. While you do the warm-up, close your eyes and
pay close attention to the sensation of activating and engaging your
abdominal muscles.

Remember this sensation and incorporate it into all other
exercises!!!
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If any of the exercises are uncomfortable, feel
free to modify them to your specific needs. The
instructions are not “set-in-stone”!!!

Day #1: Back and Hip Extensors
1. Start in a "four point position" with your knees directly under your hips and your
hands directly under your shoulders. Your back is in a neutral position (slightly
arched).
2. Tighten your abdominals and pelvic floor muscles then lift one arm and the
opposite leg.
3. Lower your leg and arm back to the starting position. Repeat with the opposite
leg and arm.
*** Do NOT allow the trunk or pelvis to move or rotate. Picture yourself reaching for something
far in front of you with your hand and far behind you with your foot instead of just lifting
them up.

1. Lie face-down with your chin tucked in and your arms and legs stretched out
making your body as long as possible.
2. Lift your arms and legs off the floor and reach forward with your arms and
backward with your legs.
3. Hold the position for 5 seconds. Relax and repeat.

1. Lie face-down with your chin tucked in and your arms and legs stretched out
making your body as long as possible.
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your
spine.
3. Maintain steady abdominal breathing while you lift one arm and opposite let 4 to
6 inches off the ground.
4. Hold for 5 seconds. Return to the starting position and repeat with the other
arm and opposite leg.
1. Lay face-down with your hands together behind your back and your arms
straight.
2. Lift your head and trunk as high as possible (but still comfortable), while pulling
your shoulders back and tucking your chin.
3. Hold for a 5 seconds. Exhale as you lower your chest down on the floor. Repeat.

Day #1: Abdominals
1. Lie on your back and bend both knees and hips bent to 90 degrees, and both arms
pointed towards the ceiling.
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your spine.
3. Keeping your core engaged, lower one leg down to the floor and lower the
opposite arm over the head. Stop just before you touch the ground
4. Slowly return to the starting position. Repeat with the other leg and opposite arm.
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You will likely progress at different rates for
each set of exercises. That’s ok! Find the
exercise in each set that is at your ability level,
and progress when you are ready.

1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your back in neutral position (slightly
arched).
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your
spine.
3. Curl your trunk up as you reach your hands towards your heels.
4. Hold for 5 seconds. Slowly return to the initial position. Repeat.
1. Sit with your feet flat on the floor and knees bent 90 °.
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your
spine.
3. Lower your trunk backwards to 45 °. Keep your hands on your thighs and hold
the position for 5 seconds.
4. Return to the starting position. Repeat
*** As you progress, you can lower your trunk further backwards, or try hovering your feet off
the ground.

1. With your hands placed on a chair, start in a plank position at 45 degrees with
your body straight and core engaged. (You can adjust the difficulty using a
higher or lower support).
2. Keeping the body stable and the core engaged, lift one knee toward your chest.
3. Return to the initial position and repeat with the other leg.

Day #1: Lateral Gluteals
1. Lie on your side with a band around your thighs, just above your knees. Your hips
should be flexed slightly and your head supported.
2. Keeping your feet together, lift-up the top knee spreading the knees apart.
3. Return to the starting position. Repeat.

1. Start in a slight squat position (see picture) with a band around your ankles.
2. Keeping the band taut at all times, slowly lift one leg and step outwards to the
side.
3. Slowly lift the opposite leg and step back inwards to return to the starting
position. Take 5-10 steps in one direction, followed by the same number of steps
in the opposite direction.
*** Be sure that your knees don't cave in.
*** As you progress, you can adjust the tension in the band or take larger steps.
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1. Lay on your side with your head supported.
2. Keeping your knee straight, contact your buttock muscle and raise your top leg
so it is parallel to the floor. Use the foot to trace a figure-8 pattern in the air 5-10
times.
3. Lower back to the starting position. Repeat on the other side.

1. Lie on your side with your body supported by the forearm, leg and the foot.
2. With the top hand, push down into the ground to help slowly raise the hips.
3. Hold for 5 seconds, then slowly lower yourself down. Repeat.
*** Do not rotate the trunk while lifting the hips.
*** As you progress, you can perform this movement without the assistance of your top hand.

Day #1: Leg Muscles
1. Stand with your feet slightly wider than shoulder-width apart.
2. Slowly bend at the knees and hips as you bring your arms out in front. Continue
lowering yourself, pushing your hips backwards, until your knees are at 90
degrees.
3. Press through your heels to return to the starting position with your arms at
your sides.
*** Avoid curling your back forward. Keep your back gently arched in extension.
*** Keep your weight back on your heels. Work on pushing your heels into the ground, as if you
are trying to spread the floor apart between your feet.

1. Stand with both feet hip-width apart.
2. Step forward until both knees are at 90 degrees, making sure that your knee cap
is in line with the second toe.
3. Push through the heel and return to the starting position.
*** As you progress, you can perform this movement with weights in your hands or a weighted
backpack on your shoulders.

1. Stand with one foot on the ground and the other on a bench 18-24 inches behind
you.
2. Slowly bring the back knee toward the ground to initiate the movement and
lower until you can no longer see your front toes (your knee cap should be inline with your second toe).
3. With the front foot, push through the heel and return to the starting position.
*** Keep the torso upright at all time and be sure that your back doesn’t arch into extension.
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1. Stand with your feet hip-width apart and one leg in front, knee straight.
2. Keeping your back straight, slowly squat down until you knee is bent about 30
degrees.
3. Return to the starting position. Repeat with the other leg.
*** Keep your knee cap in line with your second toe throughout the entire movement.

Day #1: Cool Down
1. Start on all fours with your hands under your shoulders, knees under your hips,
and a neutral spine.
2. Exhale, then slowly round your back to the sky, starting from the tailbone.
3. Inhale, then extend the spine starting from the tailbone and lifting the crown of
head last.
4. Hold each position for 10 seconds. Repeat.
***If you have wrist discomfort, support yourself on clenched fists.

1. Take a deep breath. As you exhale, pull your navel in and fold forward at the
hips, keeping the back in a flat posture.
2. Reach for your toes and hold the position. Do not hold your breath.
3. Inhale and lift the upper body back to the starting position.

1. Lie on a soft mat, face-down with your hands under your shoulders.
2. Press your hands into the floor, lifting one vertebral level at a time, while
keeping your low back and buttocks relaxed.
3. Perform the exercise as far as you can within the range of comfort. Hold for 10
seconds.
4. Return to the starting position.

1. From child's pose, reach forward with your hands and press them into the mat
with fingers spread wide.
2. Keeping your back flat, lift your hips high in the air into an inverted "V".
3. Push backwards through the balls of your feet. Then sink your heels toward the
floor. Hold for 10 seconds.
***If you are unable to keep your back flat, bend your knees slightly.
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Day #2: Warm Up
1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your lower back in neutral
position (slightly arched).
2. Exhale slowly, then pull in your stomach, as if you were trying to touch your
backbone with your stomach.
3. Take another breath and exhale slowly. Then try to pull in further.
4. Repeat Step 3 once more, and then relax.

1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your back in a neutral position.
2. Engage your core by recruiting your pelvic floor and transverse abdominis
just like you did in the previous exercise.
3. Maintain steady breathing while you slowly slide both feet away from you
until they are straight. ***Keep your back and pelvis completely still!
4. Return slowly to the initial position. Repeat.

1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your back in a neutral position.
2. Engage your core by recruiting your pelvic floor and transverse abdominis
just like you did in the previous exercise.
3. Lift one knee towards your chest to 90 degrees (vertical).
4. Maintain steady abdominal breathing while you slide the other foot out until
your leg is straight. ***Keep your back and pelvis completely still!
5. Return slowly to the initial position and repeat the entire sequence with the
other leg.
1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your back in a neutral position.
2. Engage your core by recruiting your pelvic floor and transverse abdominis
just like you did in the previous exercise.
3. Maintain steady abdominal breathing while you lift one thigh until it is
vertical.
4. Raise the other thigh until the knee it vertical next to your first leg.
5. Slowly lower the first foot on the ground, then the second.
6. Repeat, alternate the starting side.

Day #1: Back Rotation
1. Lie on your side with your bottom leg straight and your top leg bent and on the
floor. Both hands are placed together in front of your chest.
2. Keeping the bottom arm on the floor, roll back and have your top arm reach
back to touch the floor behind you, opening up your chest.
3. Hold for 5 seconds, then return to the starting position. Repeat to the other
side.
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1. Kneel on one knee with the other foot flat on the ground in front of you. Hands
are interlocked behind the head with the elbows wide.
2. Maintain the back length by keeping your spine upright and as tall as can be.
***Avoiding leaning forward.

3. Rotate your spine fully to one side, and then to the other side. Return to the
centre.
4. Repeat with the legs switched.

1. Start in a wide-legged "founder position" -- legs slightly bent, hips pushed back, back is
straight, and weight on your heels. Arms are at your side.
2. Bring your arms in front and overhead. Hold the position for 3 seconds.
3. Keeping the core engaged and legs in the same position, rotate your torso and bring one
arm down to the ground below your chest midway between your legs and the other arm
pointing toward the ceiling.
4. Rotate to the other side. Then return to the starting position. Repeat.
*** Keep your back as flat as possible.
*** Keep your pelvis locked in place and squared. Keep your weight on your heels with the knees slightly
bent.

1. Stand with a staggered stance and the elastic coming from the opposite side of
the front leg
2. Slowly rotate the body to the opposite side of where the elastic is coming from.
3. Slowly return to the starting position and repeat.
4. Repeat on the other side.
*** Keep the core engaged and the pelvis and legs still.
*** The tension in the elastic can be adjusted by moving toward or away from the anchor point.

Day #2: Posterior Gluteals
1. Lie on your back with both knees bent to 90 degrees.
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your
spine.
3. Lift your buttocks off the ground as high as possible.
4. Hold for 3 seconds. Slowly return to the starting position.

1. Lie face-up with one knee bent to 90 degrees, and the other leg extended out
away from you with the knee straight.
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your
spine.
3. Lift your buttocks off the ground as high as possible. Hold for 3 seconds. Slowly
return to the starting position.
4. Repeat with the other leg
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1. Follow the steps for Level 2 while holding a dumbbell or heavy weight over your
waist.
*** You can adjust the difficulty by using a heavier weight.

1. Stand upright. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in
toward your spine.
2. Tip forward hinging at the hips and try to touch the floor in front of your foot
with both hands.
3. Return to the starting position.
***Keep your back as flat as possible and do NOT rotate your hips. *** You can adjust the
difficulty by holding a weight in each hand.

Day #1: Leg Muscles
1. Stand with your feet slightly wider than shoulder-width apart.
2. Slowly bend at the knees and hips as you bring your arms out in front. Continue
lowering yourself, pushing your hips backwards, until your knees are at 90
degrees.
3. Press through your heels to return to the starting position with your arms at
your sides.
*** Avoid curling your back forward. Keep your back gently arched in extension.
*** Keep your weight back on your heels. Work on pushing your heels into the ground, as if
you are trying to spread the floor apart between your feet.

1. Stand with both feet hip-width apart.
2. Step forward until both knees are at 90 degrees, making sure that your knee cap
is in line with the second toe.
3. Push through the heel and return to the starting position.
*** As you progress, you can perform this movement with weights in your hands or a
weighted backpack on your shoulders.

1. Stand with one foot on the ground and the other on a bench 18-24 inches behind
you.
2. Slowly bring the back knee toward the ground to initiate the movement and
lower until you can no longer see your front toes (your knee cap should be inline with your second toe).
3. With the front foot, push through the heel and return to the starting position.
*** Keep the torso upright at all time and be sure that your back doesn’t arch into extension.
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1. Stand with your feet hip-width apart and one leg in front, knee straight.
2. Keeping your back straight, slowly squat down until you knee is bent about 30
degrees.
3. Return to the starting position. Repeat with the other leg.
*** Keep your knee cap in line with your second toe throughout the entire movement.

Day #2: Abdominal Obliques
1. Lie face-up with your knees bent, feet on the floor, hands touching your temples
and your elbows out wide.
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your spine.
3. Keeping your back flat on the ground, slowly lift your shoulder blades off the
ground and reach one elbow to the opposite knee.
4. Slowly return to the starting position. Repeat with the other elbow.

1. Lie face-up with your hips and knees bent to 90 degreees (+/- soccer ball between
your knees) and your arms spread wide to each side.
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your spine.
3. Keeping your knees at 90 degrees, slowly drop your knees to one side. Your arms
and shoulders should stay flat on the ground.
4. Return to the starting position. Repeat to the other side.

1. Lie face-up with your knees and hips bent to 90 degrees, hands touching your
temples and your elbows out wide.
2. Activate your transverse abdominis by pulling your stomach in toward your spine.
3. Extend one leg straight out away from you as you lift the other leg and opposite
elbow towards each other.
4. Repeat in an alternating fashion as demonstrated in the photo.
*** Keep your transverse abdominis engaged and your lower back flat on the ground
throughout the entire exercise.

1. Start on all fours with the hands under your shoulders and knees under your hips,
with a neutral spine.
2. Walk your feet backwards and prop yourself up on your forearms and toes. If this
is too difficult, use your knees instead of your toes. Be sure to keep your body as
straight as possible.
3. Hold for 10 seconds. Relax.
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Day #2: Cool Down
1. Start on all fours with your hands under your shoulders, knees under your hips,
and a neutral spine.
2. Exhale, then slowly round your back to the sky, starting from the tailbone.
3. Inhale, then extend the spine starting from the tailbone and lifting the crown of
head last.
4. Hold each position for 10 seconds. Repeat.
***If you have wrist discomfort, support yourself on clenched fists.

1. Take a deep breath. As you exhale, pull your navel in and fold forward at the
hips, keeping the back in a flat posture.
2. Reach for your toes and hold the position. Do not hold your breath.
3. Inhale and lift the upper body back to the starting position.

1. Lie on a soft mat, face-down with your hands under your shoulders.
2. Press your hands into the floor, lifting one vertebral level at a time, while
keeping your low back and buttocks relaxed.
3. Perform the exercise as far as you can within the range of comfort. Hold for 10
seconds.
4. Return to the starting position.

1. From child's pose, reach forward with your hands and press them into the mat
with fingers spread wide.
2. Keeping your back flat, lift your hips high in the air into an inverted "V".
3. Push backwards through the balls of your feet. Then sink your heels toward the
floor. Hold for 10 seconds.
***If you are unable to keep your back flat, bend your knees slightly.
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